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Treatment 
 
Title: Consumed By Metal 
 
Genre: Sci-fi, Action, Film Screenplay 
 
Target audience:  

 Age: 12+ 

  Gender: Both/ either 

 Interests: Science fiction, space, robots, Action 
 
Scope: My script idea is intended to be a feature film, which could be about 2 hours or so. 
So the scale of the idea is going to be quite a big production so  there would have to give the 
script to a cinematographer to then be made with camera angles and then later a set of 
storyboards. Furthermore for this idea there would be lots of visual effects/ CGI with the 
robot transformation so that would have to be considered. But the main idea will be a 
feature film as it can allow me to get a detailed story in one go. Furthermore there would be 
a lot involved in terms of a film production so would be quite a large project possibly a 
couple of years for making the film.  
 
Characters:  

 Damien MacDrake- Protagonist 

 Alien A.I (Artificial Intelligence)- Antagonist 

 Nick Brooks- Friend 

 Jasmine Oakley- Friend 

 Ashley (Ash) Moore- Friend 

 Mrs Dee- Teacher 

 Julie Read- Extra 

 Ed Jameson- Extra 
 

 
Premise:  In the hills of eastern Scotland, a high school student named Damien McDrake is 
haunted by visions of the future when he sleeps. But he hides the truth about what he sees 
from his friends in school. Until one night in the hills away from the town at Damien’s house 
a mysterious meteor crashes down in the hills not far from the house. Spooked that night by 
the noise of the crash Damien goes to investigate and finds and unusual technology inside 
the meteor that was actually an artificial control panel from an alien ship. The A.I persuades 
Damien that it can give him extraordinary powers to help prevent his nightmares from 
coming true. But that night when Damien goes to sleep the A.I plants a chip into Damien’s 
brain causing the A.I to meld with his consciousness and control him. The A.I gives Damien a 
robotic suit to protect his town and the world from the visions of a possible destructive 
future. However one day Damien is attacked internally by the A.I who actually wanted to 
control the Earth instead of protect it causing Damien’s new suit to meld with his skin 
turning him into a robotic super slave to destroy and concur the Earth for the A.I. Damien 
and his friends must try and find a way to remove the A.I from Damien’s head and send it 
back into space before the visions of world destruction are made a reality. 
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Logline: A unknown alien A.I offers a curious high school student the ability to prevent his 
horrifying visions of the future from coming true, until a destructive plot is unleashed 
merging both human and technology together.  
 
Synopsis:  
 
Beginning: In the highlands of eastern Scotland, a young high school student named Damien 
McDrake is haunted by visions of the world being destroyed by alien life. Without telling his 
high school friends about the visions Damien gets himself and his friends into trouble 
causing mischief in the school days to stop him thinking about the visions. Damien goes 
home one day after being in excluded for causing punching someone else in his class, it 
leads to an argument with his parents keeping him up all night. Feeling angry at himself for 
causing trouble and not talking about the visions he stays up reading his books on science. 
Until that night a strange meteor falls from the sky into the hills nearby his house. Hearing a 
strange noise he rushes out to see some smoke close by. Being far away from the town 
centre and his parents fast asleep, Damien rushes out to go find out what had happened. 
Reaching the crater Damien carefully and curiously makes his way down to the centre of the 
crater to find and mysterious artificial intelligence inside the meteor.  
 
The meteor was actually an alien space module that had crashed down to Earth from an 
alien ship and within held an alien artificial intelligence. Un-intently opening the module 
Damien discovers the A.I and attempts to communicate with it. Scanning Damien’s brain the 
A.I finds out about Damien’s secret and explains a way to help stop his visions from coming 
true. However taking the alien A.I back home he doesn’t realise that the A.I plants a 
powerful chip into his head helping the A.I to control him. Feeling his visions are becoming 
more and more frequent the A.I makes him a suit of robotic armour to help him prepare to 
fight any aliens that come to Earth.  
 
Middle: Few days later when the exclusion passes Damien comes back into class feeling 
more like himself. Reaching science class that day, Damien and his friends; Nick, Jasmine 
and Ashley are chatting in class while Mrs Dee explains chemical equations. Being generally 
fascinated in science Damien shows off his knowledge to the class and answers all the 
questions that Mrs Dee throws at him. After writing his remarks on the whiteboard Damien 
passes back the pen to Mrs Dee as normal. However the alien A.I began to mess with 
Damien planting mind tricks like the class laughing at him and making fun of his previous 
exclusion. Getting taunted more and more Damien ends up talking to the A.I which appears 
like is talking to himself. After getting more and more torment from the A.I, Damien has a 
rather unexpected fall as he passes out from the torment in his mind. Waking up to whole 
class around him, he is seen to by Mrs Dee who attempts to get him up. Suddenly the usual 
practise alarm bell goes off, causing everyone to leave the room. Nick, Jasmine and Ashley 
stay behind to help Damien outside, until the A.I starts putting his plan into action. After 
implanting the chip into his brain (a few days before) the A.I uses the chip to change his 
physical body from skin to metal. As his friends are worried about the conversation 
occurring with him and the A.I (which to them is Damien talking to himself). Uses his plan 
and merges the suits metal structure with Damien’s skin, changing Damien into a huge 
robotic human. Terrified his class friends rush out and explain to Mrs Dee what had 
happened. But being controlled by the A.I Damien now being a robot destroys the school 
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and goes on to attacks the students in the school. Luckily they manage to escape as Damien 
manages to control the A.I as he moves himself back to the crater.   
 
End:  
Betrayed by his new friend, Damien discovers the visions were actually describing the Alien 
A.I who had come to Earth before to study human life. Implanting the idea in Damien’s head 
as a child the A.I was able to exploit Damien. Finding out the truth his friends attempt to 
save Damien by following him back to the hills. Threatened the A.I uses Damien to try and 
kill Damien’s friends. With his friends pleading for help Damien manages to control his 
power and short circuits the chip in his head. However in doing this he had only got rid of 
the A.I and kept the super power. But the A.I was only a fragment of the true threat as the 
alien armada rains down from the sky to destroy the earth. Damien uses his new power to 
protect the Earth and send the A.I back into space.  
 
Furthermore to stop the alien technology he has to sacrifice himself by using his robotic 
body as a nuclear bomb to destroy the mother ship. Destroying the ship successfully, 
everyone cheers but Damien’s friends especially Ashley who is upset by the demise of their 
fallen friend. Until a silhouette emerges from the smoke of the destroyed ship as Damien 
lives to fight another day. Now all back together and no more power Damien and his friends 
go back to living their lives now with an extended holiday as the school is rebuilt and the 
nightmares are gone for good. Very last scene an echoing noise comes from the wreckage 
with a warning. As the alien A.I survived with a message saying “Now I’m free”. 
 
Step outline: 
 
Scene 1: Damien, Nick, Ashley and Jasmine are quietly chatting in class while Mrs Dee 
explains the idea of chemical equations and symbols. Until Damien is caught out by Mrs 
Dee, and asked to explain some chemical equations. Being interested in science Damien 
gets all the answers correct. However the alien A.I chip in his brain starts speaking to him, 
planting images and voices of the class laughing at him. Feeling angry and tormented 
Damien passes out on the floor and the class rush over surrounding him to see if he is okay. 
 
Scene 2:  Damien wakes up to find Mrs Dee and the rest of the class all around him 
attempting to help him up from his fall. As the class help him the Alien A.I uses the time to 
start tormenting him once again. However the practise alarm bell goes off allowing the class 
to go outside. But Nick, Ashley and Jasmine stay behind to help him outside. Until the alien 
A.I, painfully uses the chip to merge the suit with Damien’s skin.  
 
Feeling the pain grow Damien tells his friends to leave trying to save them from seeing his 
secret. As his friends insist on helping him the alien A.I reveals himself to the class mates 
and threats to kill them all. Trying to fight off the A.I Damien shouts out to his friends to get 
out before he hurts them. He tries to explain to Ashley like he had before about the A.I but 
she doesn’t believe him. The A.I now controlling Damien grabs Ashley by the arm intending 
to hurt her, but she kicks Damien in the face allowing her to escape. Soon after Damien’s 
friends rush outside hearing painful screams as Damien changes into a large robotic 
machine. They all try to explain to Mrs Dee about the incident until Damien (robot form) 
attempts to kill all the students in the school, destroying the school building in the process.  


